1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

An understanding of global mtDNA variation is important for a plethora of applications that take advantage of mtDNA, including phylogeographic studies, as well as population, medical and forensic genetics. Many areas outside West Eurasia are still largely underrepresented from the standpoint of high quality mtDNA sequence data, although the number of regions investigated is steadily increasing as a result of ongoing collaborative efforts.

The highest quality standards in mtDNA sequence data generation, validation, transfer, processing, recording, storage, deposition, availability and reporting have largely been derived from forensics and are now well accepted requirements for mtDNA database reliability and publication [@bib0005; @bib0010; @bib0015; @bib0020; @bib0025; @bib0030]. Additional quality control measures that include a standardized alignment approach relative to the reference based on phylogenetics [@bib0005; @bib0035] and *a posteriori* tools that employ phylogenetic analysis to facilitate the inspection of (novel) single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and indels [@bib0010; @bib0040; @bib0045] have been introduced to further improve the quality of global mtDNA data sets.

Yet, despite these extensive quality requirements, an aspect of mtDNA population databasing that has been addressed only coarsely in forensic literature [@bib0005; @bib0050] is the thorough investigation of close maternal relatedness of sample donors among "random" samples from a given population. Here, we present our considerations on how to identify samples from related donors by inspecting autosomal STR markers.

2. Convenience samples as a common source of maternally related donors {#sec0010}
======================================================================

An appropriate sample set should mirror the true situation, in terms of being cross-sectional and randomly representative for its population. The standard sample (*n* = 200--400) is often inadequately small, and thus any lineage present therein tends to be overrepresented compared to those not sampled [@bib0050; @bib0055; @bib0060]. This imminent frequency bias should not be increased by samples from closely maternally related donors, especially for very rare haplotypes.

The main reason for the presence of such samples in any particular set is the use of "convenience samples" [@bib0005; @bib0055], that were collected for purposes other than establishing an mtDNA database. The donors do not necessarily constitute a random sample; and since this may bias the haplotype frequencies, relatedness has to be inspected. Genetic studies can be heavily distorted by unknown relationships [@bib0065].

Convenience samples often represent the only opportunity to obtain genetic information on certain populations. The samples can be used, as long as their limitations are understood and addressed. However, they should not be employed for populations from which samples may be easily acquired.

Throughout this manuscript, the description "closely maternally related" refers to constellations typically encountered in forensic paternity casework, i.e. mother--children and siblings, because the majority of samples derive from either those cases or cases involving the interrogation of families, where such samples are also likely to be found.

3. Laboratory workflow for the inspection of maternal relatedness {#sec0015}
=================================================================

[Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} depicts the practical workflow we propose for the identification of mtDNA samples that derive from closely maternally related donors. Sample calculations are shown in the [supplementary file](#sec0070){ref-type="sec"}.

3.1. Selecting samples with identical mtDNA haplotypes {#sec0020}
------------------------------------------------------

Samples that reveal identical mtDNA haplotypes in their greatest common range should be subjected to the analysis of maternal relatedness, especially when rare haplotypes are encountered. Screening for consecutiveness in sample numbering or shared rare polymorphisms can give an indication of relatedness, but is not the only means of inspection for identical haplotypes.

Haplotypes that only differ in length and/or point heteroplasmies should be considered identical at that step. Such differences may appear among tissues or even within one tissue deriving from the same donor, among samples from maternal relatives and can result from analytical or detection conditions [@bib0070; @bib0075; @bib0080; @bib0085; @bib0090; @bib0095]. Haplotypes resembling at least one full SNP or indel difference outside the known length variant regions (around positions 16193, 309, 455 and 573) constitute distinct lineages and therefore should remain in the database even though they might be closely maternally related.

3.2. STR typing {#sec0025}
---------------

Further analyses of the samples under consideration are performed by typing autosomal STRs. The selection of a validated STR set with high discrimination power is recommended. In the case that two or more male individuals are included, the analysis of Y-chromosomal markers can be useful.

Autosomal STRs are perfectly suited to pinpoint identical samples. Samples that do not share any STR alleles are justified to stay in the data set. In the remaining cases, statistical calculations are necessary to distinguish between allele sharing by descent *vs*. coincidence (or because of distant shared ancestry).

3.3. Constructing pedigrees and calculating their likelihoods {#sec0030}
-------------------------------------------------------------

It seems meaningful to avoid impractically high numbers of relationship alternatives [@bib0100] by limiting the possible pedigrees to those relevant for the scenario, according to the proportion of STR alleles shared between the samples under discussion along with hints from non-DNA information. In order to determine the pedigree that reflects the true relationship, the pedigrees' probabilities have to be calculated. We used "Familias", a freeware to compute probabilities and likelihoods for paternity and identification cases [@bib0105; @bib0110]. For the calculations, the STR allele frequencies in the specific (sub-)population are required. In case they are not available, neighboring or similar populations may be helpful -- assuming genetic homogeneity. Mean value calculations will pinpoint outliers. Repeated calculation using different databases is another practical solution to check the robustness of conclusions [@bib0065].

3.4. Calculating likelihood ratios and decision making {#sec0035}
------------------------------------------------------

A specified relationship A is then compared against the alternative B in a likelihood ratio (LR) indicating whether the given genetic data are more likely if pedigree A is true *vs*. if pedigree B is true (e.g. sibs *vs*. unrelated; mother and offspring *vs.* unrelated). The LR cutoffs for excluding one pedigree in favor of another can be applied as is practice in forensic paternity casework [@bib0115] ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). Typing additional STR systems may be meaningful in those cases which prove inconclusive when only the core STR loci are typed.

Applying the strategy presented, the decision if samples that share their mtDNA haplotype are excluded from a data set because of close maternal relation is based on the scientific grounds of LR. If a close maternal relationship is found between two or more samples, we propose maintaining in the data set the sample which produced the highest sequence quality or for which more DNA is available (if further analyses are intended). A notification of the kinship analyses performed and their results will be returned to the sample set provider. The exclusion of samples may not be valid for other analyses, where maternal lines of descent are not relevant.

4. Discussion {#sec0040}
=============

4.1. Limitations of the approach to identify close maternal relatives {#sec0045}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

When testing samples from deficiency case pedigrees with a limited number of markers and no additional family members available, a clear result indicating maternal relatedness will only be yielded if they are as close as mother--child, siblings or monozygotic twins. Even with an expanded set of markers, there is a high rate of misclassification for half-sibs, unless the mother\'s profile is included [@bib0120]. The technical and calculatory limitations of the analyses that are currently feasible also define where to draw the line for unacceptably close relatives. However, these limitations in detection are restricted to rare events, as the convenience samples used for mtDNA databasing very often derive from paternity casework or from a sampling strategy that involves families, where mainly close relations are relevant. These can be clearly identified with our methodology. To resolve cases of more distant maternal relationships, that are much less frequent in convenience samples, other approaches integrating large amounts of autosomal SNP data exist [@bib0065].

The presented strategy targets the evaluation of those shared haplotypes that are rare or yet unobserved, as their overrepresentation can be relevant in forensic applications. For common haplotypes (e.g. the control region haplotype 263G 315.1C 16519C in European populations), the problem of closely related samples is less relevant as the haplotype frequency is relatively high anyway. These samples will by chance also share frequent STR alleles to varying extents: "false positive" results with possibly high LRs could arise. An adaptation of LR cutoff values -- after more data of known relatives have been evaluated -- may be meaningful in such cases. However, the removal of single samples from closely related donors has only minor impact on the frequency values here compared to rare haplotypes.

Further, related samples might be missed, if the true STR allele frequencies in the very (sub-) population differ from those used for the calculations or inappropriate STR systems have been chosen. Finally, limited quantity and/or quality of nuclear DNA can impede the generation of STR profiles.

4.2. Non-genetic information aids the inspection of maternal relatedness {#sec0050}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this manuscript, we have assumed that the (convenience) population sample, containing any degree of maternal relatedness, and additional information are already defined. The (more comprehensive) collection of metadata at sampling is a meaningful contribution to better mtDNA sample quality, prior to laboratory analyses, since this non-genetic (or "prior") information can increase the power of relationship inference [@bib0065]. Expanding the sample collection questionnaire on the full pedigree (maternal and paternal ancestors and offspring) supports all subsequent studies by helping to exclude or confirm pedigrees. Storage of the non-genetic data by a single institution that only makes it available on specific request could abide by the regulations on the collection of personal information that exist in various institutions [@bib0020].

4.3. Different types of samples and the definition of a population {#sec0055}
------------------------------------------------------------------

In a data set representing one certain settlement, tribe, island, or similar -- and likewise, highly endogamous and isolated populations -- overrepresentation of several lineages is not necessarily a result of inappropriate sampling (cf. [@bib0055]). Related people are part of the limited mtDNA pool of a restricted entity, and reducing the abundance to one sample per lineage would not illustrate the true frequencies.

This clearly demonstrates that the type and definition of a population influences its level of random relatedness (and which samples have to be excluded from a representative data set). For the sake of the discussion here, we have presumed that these complex issues [@bib0005] have already been carefully addressed and the population samples under consideration, and the populations they represent, have been previously defined. These topics are imperfectly understood and clearly warrant further discussion beyond the scope of this manuscript.

5. Conclusions {#sec0060}
==============

The presence of maternally related donors in a "random" population sample has so far not been as thoroughly addressed in quality control as other aspects of mtDNA analysis and databasing. The simple practical approach presented here helps to detect the "clear and easy" cases of close maternal kinship between donors in a sample set: following the procedure described, these samples can be identified and subsequently excluded. If appreciated, this additional tool will contribute towards better random mtDNA population samples representative for their population, for the benefit of all research applying mtDNA as a genetic marker.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#sec0070}
==============================
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![Workflow for the identification of mtDNA samples deriving from closely maternally related donors (starting top left). All steps are detailed in the text.](gr1){#fig0005}
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Likelihood ratio cutoff values.

  Likelihood ratio (pedigree A/pedigree B)   Support for pedigree A
  ------------------------------------------ ------------------------
  1--10                                      Limited
  10--100                                    Moderate
  100--1000                                  Strong
  1000 and more                              Very strong
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